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experiences to empower learners, inspire
positive change, and strengthen human connections.

INTRO AND CONTENTS

Welcome to
Tipping Point
Media!
We have designed this
publication, Acuity
Magazine, with the same
passion and values we put
into our best work.
We know the importance
of combining learning
with unique and
memorable experiences, as
well as making genuine,
human connections with
others. Here, we’ve created
a takeaway experience
combining the expertise of
our instructional designers
and writers with the
creativity and imagination
of our designers and
artists to give you a
highlight of everything
Tipping Point Media is
capable of.
Inside, you’ll find several
feature articles taking on
current challenges facing
the life sciences industry
today, as well as our
history, mission,
and values.

www.tipmedia.com/commercial
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T

he healthcare industry has been changing
rapidly, especially in the last few
years. Everyone in the industry, from
pharmaceutical and biotech companies, all
the way to health care providers, across
every field and specialty, has had to
answer the question:

How do we continue
having conversations
and providing the best
possible care for our
patients?

HCPs ARE NO DIFFERENT

61%

87% 10%
OF HCPs COMMUNICATE MORE WITH REPS...
BUT BEING ABLE TO ACCESS THESE HCPs IS
INCREASINGLY LIMITED

Like many others in the industry, we’ve
found that gaining access to doctors is
the biggest challenge of the pandemic and
post-pandemic era. The industry finds itself
at an interesting nexus point. Doctors are
interested in meeting with representatives
more than ever—an Accenture survey
found that as many as 61% of HCPs

communicate more with reps now than they
did before COVID-19—but between the high
demand for healthcare services following
the pandemic and increasingly stringent
bans on who can and cannot enter facilities
like private practices and hospitals, being
able to access these HCPs and have these
conversations is increasingly limited.

TIPPING POINT MEDIA’S LINKEDIN STUDY

FULLY VIRTUAL OR
HYBRID MODEL

Surveys show that 87% of HCPs
want all their meetings with sales
representatives going forward to be
either fully virtual or hybrid, compared
to only 10% who want to resume
exclusively in-person meetings.

58% 36%

SEEN OR TREATED
VIRTUALLY

60%

27%

11%

HYBRID MODEL

FULLY VIRTUAL

FULLY IN-PERSON

We held a poll on LinkedIn to ask our industry contacts about how they viewed the future
of the virtual landscape. Of the 63 respondents, we found that 60% of them desired or were
using a hybrid communication model in 2021, while another 27% preferred communicating
entirely virtually (through phones, messenger apps, video conferencing, etc.), compared to
only 11% of respondents who wanted to return to a fully in-person model.

EXCLUSIVELY
IN-PERSON

INQUIRED ABOUT
TELEHEALTH

This ‘going virtual’ approach extends past
the HCPs. An Accenture Patient Survey
found that 58% of patients would prefer
being seen and treated by virtual
doctors, without having to enter a hospital
or private office, and 36% of patients
directly inquired about their provider’s
telehealth capabilities.

IN ADDITION
HCPs are looking for companies to do something different. It is a longstanding stereotype of the industry that sales reps will spam HCPs and
press new products without considering the needs of the HCP and their
patients. However, in a post-pandemic world—66% of HCPs switched
their patients’ treatments due to COVID-19-related concerns, and
nearly 4 in 10 admit that they are more willing to use recently
launched treatments following the pandemic—HCPs are looking for more
product information and are increasingly eager to change their traditional
strategies in favor of what best serves their patients. The issue is making
a connection that matters.

HCPs ARE LOOKING TO HAVE CONVERSATIONS WITH
HCPs
INDUSTRY LEADERS WHO WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

57%
of HCPs believe that
companies don’t understand
the impact the pandemic has
had on their practices

51%
believe that companies
don’t understand the impact
COVID-19 has had on
their patients

There is a demonstrable need, not just for information, but for
information that is relevant and shows a focus on the wellbeing of patients. There’s a demand from HCPs to bring them
information and create real, human connections—even
over virtual platforms—and show that, no matter what
the medium or the message, the end point is always
improving the lives of patients the world over.
Solving problems through empathy, not
technology, will open doors and create
powerful human connections that inspire
change and save lives.

Reinventing Relevance, New Models for Pharma Engagement with Healthcare Providers in a COVID-19 World, Accenture
Healthcare Provider Survey May 2020. https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-130/Accenture-HCP-Survey-v4.pdf
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SC IENCE

S C I E N T I F I C A L LY P R O V E N M E T H O D S T O

INSPIRE &
EMPOWER
Everything we do at
Tipping Point Media
is backed by science.
The foundation of our
virtual solutions is
an experiential, “learn
by doing” approach that
is scientifically proven
to drive retention and
build emotional, human
connections.

collected his findings on
education techniques
into a learning pyramid,
learners retain up to
90% of new information
if they’re given an
opportunity to experience
it first-hand, versus
only 10% by reading
information and 20% by
listening to a lecture.

Learning that’s immersive,
that has audiences
engaging multiple senses,
creates potent memories
and improves retention.
According to education
expert Edgar Dale, who

Our instructional
designers specialize
in adult learning
strategies and engaging
users via experiential
learning. By giving users
an intimate, first-hand

exposure to the material,
we engage the brain
through multiple sensory
inputs and build stronger
connections, which means
users are more likely to
remember what they’ve
been shown and more
likely to act upon the
new information. Our
team is always on top
of the latest trends in
education, life sciences,
and technology, which
means we always have
the best tool for the job to
optimize results. 

N E W I N F O R M AT I O N R E T E N T I O N

90%

10%

20%

Experiencing First-Hand

Reading Information

Listening to Lecture
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USING VR/AR FOR PATIENT AND HCP EDUCATION
Learning by doing is not a new concept — the theory has
been around for centuries. It was expounded by John
Dewey in the early 1900s and again in the 1980s by David
Kolb with his theory of experiential learning.
Today, the value of learning through experience, rather
than passively receiving information, is considered
obvious — you don’t learn how to ride a bike by sitting in
a classroom. However, new technologies such as virtual
reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) have allowed us to
take the concept of experiential learning to the next level.
The immersive qualities of VR and AR can be used to create
empathetic, learn-by-doing experiences that support a
deeper level of understanding of the patient journey,
disease states, treatment options, and procedures, which
in turn can drive traffic, increase brand awareness and
loyalty, and support other marketing initiatives.
VIRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY
VR is a fully immersive experience that places the user in a
3D-generated, 360-degree environment. AR, on the other hand,
blends 3D-generated projections onto the user’s real world.
VR typically requires a specialized headset, but both can be
experienced from mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.
Both technologies can transport your audience to any location
you can imagine, even inaccessible ones such as inside a patient’s
body at the cellular level. These state-of-the-art applications allow
your audience to see, hear, and feel first-hand what the patient
experiences on a level impossible with any other technology.

THE ROLE OF EMPATHY IN HEALTHCARE MARKETING
Having an empathetic approach to marketing can be a powerful
tool that builds patient trust and calms patient anxieties. In a
world where information is everywhere and patients are taking
more interest in researching their diseases
and treatment options, projecting
an image of perspective and
understanding helps
brands increase
awareness and
loyalty while
educating their
customer base.
Research
has shown
that doctors
who exhibit
genuine
empathy and
effectively
communicate with
their patients have
less malpractice cases,
Figure 1. Seeing
make fewer mistakes,
Through a Patient’s Eyes:
and have patients who
A user is asked to drive a
car while dark spots occlude
are more satisfied with
their central line of vision,
their care and have better
demonstrating a common
health outcomes.
symptom of age-related
Using VR/AR can help foster these highquality interactions between patients and

macular degeneration.

healthcare providers (HCPs). The immersive, experiential qualities
of these new technologies allow caregivers and HCPs to not just
observe but play an active role in learning about things such as
disease progression and symptom development. This level of
emotional engagement motivates and focuses HCPs on providing
the best care for their patients, who now feel like they’re being
heard, cared for, and understood.

text or call. In VR, haptic feedback is usually transmitted through
handheld controllers but can also take advantage of specialized
wearable devices, such as haptic feedback vests, jackets, pants,
and even shoes. These devices allow VR/AR experiences to
simulate physical symptoms of disease, such as arthritic pain
or unsteady hands (Figure 2), as well as add tactile elements to
simulations, like the impact of a surgical tool as it touches bone.

DEVELOPING EMPATHY USING VR AND AR

This sensory stimulation is at its strongest when paired with
meaningful storytelling. Humans are storytellers by nature. Stories
are easier to remember because they stimulate human emotions.
Pairing compelling visuals and sensory stimulation with an
emotional story and an experiential strategy creates an impactful
and memorable experience in a way no other technology can.

At their core, VR and AR use sensory stimulation—including
visual distortions, audio effects, and tactile feedback—to
replace or enhance the user’s reality.
Visual distortions manipulate a user’s ability to see. Visual
blurs or dark spots can replicate degrading vision or
indicate a struggle with concentration, while occluding
tunnel vision can create distractions from the task at
hand. VR has given doctors and caregivers a chance
to experience the frustrations and hardships that a
person with an ocular disease, like age-related macular
degeneration, must go through every day (Figure 1). It
provides a perspective that was not achievable before
this technology.
Audio effects can be used to help emphasize moments of impact
or the time it takes to perform tasks. These effects can also be
used to increase the user’s stress level and mimic painful symptoms,
such as heavy rhythmic tones to signal the onset of a migraine.
In VR/AR, haptic feedback adds another dimension to the simulated
world, increasing the level of immersion and presence. Haptic
feedback simulates the sense of touch. An example you’ve
probably experienced is your cell phone vibrating when you get a

Figure 2. Feel the Patient’s Pain: Visual cues, audio effects, and haptic feedback
relay the pain that comes with comes with performing seemingly simple tasks, like
throwing a basketball, with rheumatoid arthritis.
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Figure 3. An Inside Look of a Disease: A user travels
inside the intestinal tract to identify the symptoms of
inflammatory bowel disease. The ability to interact with
the intestine in a 360-degree environment, as opposed to
viewing static images, offers diagnostic value as well as
provides an emotional impact.

EXPERIENCE DISEASE PROGRESSION

DRAW ATTENTION AT EVENTS

Imagine strapping on a VR headset and seeing the world through
a patient’s eyes. As their eyesight fails, spots and blurs begin to
appear in your vision. As migraines overpower them, lights become
powerfully bright and tunnel vision takes over. As arthritis begins
affecting a patient’s hands, you feel your controllers shake and
strain as red flashes and rushing heartbeats play around you.
These are powerful experiences that stay with learners for much
longer than any textbook or video and help caregivers and HCPs
remember how important treating and caring for patients are and
the painful consequences of letting diseases go undiagnosed and
untreated.

VR/AR tools are also powerful ways to draw attention and
engagement at shows, demonstrations, and Congress events.
When being in-person isn’t an option, these tools can also be
easily converted into virtual trade show booths and eDetails,
allowing companies to spread their messaging as easily as asking
customers to download an app on their smartphone or tablet.
Using virtual trade show booths or AR detailing allows you to
recreate large-scale events in a user’s living room. HCPs can use
voice commands to visit with virtual patients, giving them a sense
of human connection and presence in a virtual setting (Figure 4).

HCPs gain an emotional
connection to their
patients because they
have experienced the
symptoms, not just
read about them,
and are inspired to
improve their patients’
quality of life.

Figure 4. A Virtual Doctor Visit: Offices and
hospitals can be recreated in AR or VR,
allowing HCPs to view charts and talk with
virtual patients and doctors from their home
office or living room.

INNOVATION FOR THE FUTURE

ENGAGE WITH
SIMULATIONS

SUPPORT DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

When HCPs are emotionally invested in their patients, they
are more likely to diagnose and treat issues. This emotional
investment can be developed by giving HCPs greater knowledge of
diseases, their underlying causes, and how symptoms can present.
The immersive qualities of VR/AR allow HCPs to get a literal
inside look at how diseases affect different parts of the body.
Organ damage such as failing kidneys and inflamed GI tracts can
be recreated in realistic detail, giving HCPs a quick and visceral
connection to their patients and their need for treatment (Figure 3).
In another example, HCPs can be placed inside of specialists’
offices and given simulated diagnostic tools to view interactive 3D
models at various stages of disease progression. These techniques
can raise awareness and give HCPs more information about how
diseases present and when to treat them.

Simulations of
procedures can also
be beneficial to HCPs.
Having VR/AR practice
tools to review surgical
procedures or proper
usage of medical
devices gives HCPs a
“just in time” training
resource that’s easily
updated and accessed.
Unlike instructions for
use (IFUs) or instructional
textbooks, VR/AR
simulations can explore
alternate techniques for
unique anatomy and case use, as well as include “pearls of wisdom”
from experts and KOLs. By engaging with these practice tools in a
hands-on manner, HCPs can describe procedures and medical device
usage in more detail and answer questions more authentically, which
can help to ease patient concerns and build trust in the HCP and the
procedure or device.

Healthcare providers who take part
in empathy-driven, learn-by-doing
experiences gain fresh reminders
of their patients and the challenges
they face, inspiring them to drive
innovation and improve the patient
experience. Experiential learning
driven by empathetic connections
doesn’t just educate, it inspires a call
to action. 
This article was written by Jessica Angove, MSIT, Director of
Experiential Learning at Tipping Point Media. This article was
published in the October 2020 edition of PM360 Magazine.
Find the digital version at https://www.pm360online.com/
experiential-learning-evolved-using-vr-ar-for-patient-andhcp-education/.
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GET TING TO THE HEART OF CREATIVE STORY TELLING

Empathetic storytelling is the heart of creativity
because it makes an impact.

As artists and storytellers, we must always keep the big picture
in mind. What are we doing this for? Who are we creating this
for, and what difference will it make? Through stunning visuals,
narration, and empathetic themes, we help people connect with
individual patients and their lives, rather than feed them textbook
information about products and diseases.
Empathetic storytelling is the heart of creativity because it makes
an impact – whether they are a viewer, a listener, or a participant.

We strive to evolve what’s possible and find the most innovative,
compelling ways to connect emotionally with audiences.
When the viewer can connect emotionally to a true human
experience, like a patient's pain or a moment of courage in their
story, it inspires them to take action and make a difference. As
storytellers, our goal is to engage and connect with audiences on
an emotional level – because the result could change someone’s
life for the better. 

L E A R N M O R E : t i p m e d i a . c o m /c a p a b i l i t i e s
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21st CENTURY

Renaissance Person
Important Lessons to Learn From 15th-Century Florence

Fifteenth-century Florence, Italy. The gathering place for some of history’s
greatest sculptors, painters, architects, mathematicians, and philosophers.
The classics of art and science were about to be reborn and brought to life
like never before – a rinascita, if you will. An Italian Renaissance.
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Inspired By, Not Copied From
The artisans of the Renaissance obsessed over antiquity.
They consumed as much of the ancient Greco-Roman’s
history as they could. They studied plays and poetry, paintings and philosophy, as much as they could find. And yet,
there was no interest in simply retelling the stories of the
past. In previous times, these ancient creations were simply passed along as they were, if not ignored completely.
The Renaissance artisans set out to change that.
Instead, they took what they learned from studying these
Greco-Roman classics and used it. They recontextualized
the ancient gods against the Christian faith. They
brought humanism and science to
ancient tales of heroes,
giving tangible

faces and
human forms to epic
figures like the goddess Venus
or Jesus Christ. The Renaissance artisans knew there was much to learn from
the masters who came before them, but they
also recognized that in order to innovate, they had
to take those learnings and drive them forward into
new and uncharted territory.

Creating Art Through Math and Science
The Renaissance artists were also the first to combine new
discoveries in math and science with their artistic pursuits.
Brunelleschi was the first to use linear perspective, blending art with math to create space and depth in a 2D plane.

Da Vinci attended local hospitals and dissected cadavers
to perfect his studies of human anatomy. With the coming
of the Renaissance, there was a sudden push to embrace
realism and humanity, to add a scientific and tangible
edge to even the most spiritual and fantastic of artwork.
Unlike those who came before them, the masters of the
Renaissance were not afraid to ask questions. They challenged the conventions of what was “known”, and they
threw themselves voraciously into learning and researching and rewriting the very foundation of math, science,
chemistry, biology, philosophy, all on an endless pursuit
for what was truth and knowledge.

Humanism and the Pursuit of Perfection
Through Education
During the Renaissance, the Humanist movement was also
born, and through it, a new age of artistic scholar. Humanists believed in a perfection of the self, mind and body
alike. They believed that intellectual excellence was just as
important to transcendence as physical excellence, and that
a true “perfect soul” would be a master of many fields.
Pico della Mirandola’s Oration on the Dignity of Man
postulates that God created man as a creature capable
of appreciating His divine work; therefore, it was the job

of mankind to learn, to philosophize, and to appreciate
the natural order. To do so drew the soul to the level of
angels; to forgo this was to vegetate on the cosmic chain
of life. He recognized that only mankind shows the drive
and free will to shape its own destiny, unlike the forces of
nature that are set in their ways. The only constant to the
human condition was the desire to change, to innovate,
to move forward and create. Philosophers like Pico would
drive the Humanist movement and inspire the artists of
the Renaissance, inspired by promises that to pursue arts
and education was to pursue godliness.
This may coincide with wealthy patrons, like those in the
influential de Medici family, making education more
readily accessible to the public.

Florence’s first
public library was
opened in 1444, and
riding upon it was the birth of the
Humanist movement. For the first time, the pursuit of
knowledge and a love of free thought and scholarship
was embraced. Writing flourished, with new texts based
in Humanist theories and new scientific discoveries sat
next to classical texts on library shelves. Churches and
politicians alike used libraries to their advantage, cleverly
spreading knowledge that shaped the populace based
on their impressive stores of books and the collection of
inquisitive souls that would seek them out.

The Renaissance Person
The phrase ‘Renaissance Man’ was coined during this
influential era. It became a general term for polymaths, or
men (and women) who refused to settle into one artistic
or scientific specialty. Instead, these polymaths became
masters of many fields, exploring and learning everything
about everything and combining their knowledge of many
different fields to create masterpieces. Renaissance People
are not satisfied to idle by; as the Humanist
movement philosophizes,
to stagnate is to rebuke
God’s design.

Instead, these brilliant creators strived for
excellence in all things, be they physical, spiritual,
intellectual, social, scientific, or even broader reaching
than those. The Renaissance was not just the creative outlet of painters, but also of architects, of bankers and patrons
and men of business, of scientists, and of philosophers.
To be a Renaissance Person is to tackle each problem
holistically: to not only approach objectively, but also
subjectively, creatively. It involves finding the roots of the
issue, be they scientific or creative, and find a solution that
combines all elements to achieve a “perfect”, balanced
final form. 

L E A R N M O R E : t i p m e d i a . c o m /m e d i a - l o u n g e
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What does it mean to be hardware agnostic? To us, it means
recognizing that not every virtual medium suits every job.
Virtual reality is incredible for delivering immersive, 360-degree
experiences. Augmented reality is ideal for accessible virtual
content that’s simple to use and readily available. eLearning is often
overlooked for its simplicity, but it’s a powerful learning tool that can
deliver information in creative and engaging ways. The key to
engaging with your audiences is to build for the platform that
best suits your needs, whether that’s taking advantage of unique
mediums that best tell your story or creating solutions that are
accessible no matter where your audience is.

ASK YOURSELF: Do you see virtual technology as a trend? Or do
you understand it as a real, data-driven strategic solution?
We see technology as a delivery tool; every device and medium
have a time and place. At the end of the day, the goal is to connect
and engage with others. Technology has the capacity to build,
strengthen, and maintain human connections. Think of a parent
video chatting with their child or a friend sending a “thinking of you”
text; these moments of human connection are made possible by
innovative technology.
Technology can be taken above and beyond its current potential
when used as an ever-evolving vehicle for building
human connections. 
L E A R N M O R E : t i p m e d i a . c o m /c o m m e r c i a l

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY IS CONSTANTLY EVOLVING. Virtual and augmented
reality is at peak popularity right now. But will that be the case ten
years from now? Even five years from now? Innovation is a wonderful
thing, but we can’t rely on the hardware to do the work for us.
Rather than chase ‘the next big thing’, we evaluate and consider the
potential of each new device and make our development decisions
based on its benefit and value for the problem at hand.
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RETENTION

SCIENCE
CREATIVITY
TECHNOLOGY

By weaving together scientific expertise with creative
storytelling, and evolving alongside technology, we design
experiences that drive retention.

Retention is the key to our success. It’s the human brain’s ability
to not only hold information, but also the brain’s ability to call
on information and use it in day-to-day life. Content that’s
immersive, hands-on, and personal is proven to increase
retention, whether your goal is connecting people to your brand or
educating learners.
Regardless of the product, the audience, or the message,
retention is key. If retention is low, people passively engage with
the material and move on. It doesn’t stay with them afterwards.
They aren’t able to use the information going forward, and

they aren’t driven to make changes based on what they’ve
learned. When retention is high, audiences remember what they’ve
seen. They’re able to pull and use that information more readily,
and they’re inspired to take action and make a difference.
Whether your goal is connecting people to your brand or
educating your audience, content that resonates on an emotional
level is proven to maximize retention and create unforgettable
experiences. Our core values—Science, Creativity, Technology,
and Retention—come together to create empathetic education,
empower human connections, and inspire positive change. 
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THE HISTORY OF TIPPING POINT MEDIA

T

he 2000s were the age of the Internet and connecting with others online. The 2010s were dominated
by developments in augmented and virtual reality. What new technology will define the 2020s and beyond?

09

02

Tipping Point Media has a storied history of innovating, creating, and changing patients’ lives, all the way back
to our founding in 2003. Take a second to see what we’ve accomplished in the last two decades.
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01
2003 Founded
the Company

12

02
2003 First
Custom Flash
eLearning project
created

03
2008 First LMS
(CAMPUS) created

04
2009 First
Virtual Hospital and
Surgical Procedures
built in Unity3D

05

06

2010 First time
developing for iPad

2011 First
Augmented Reality
project developed

07
2012 Invested
in Oculus Rift on
Kickstarter

08
2014 First Virtual
Reality project
developed for the
Retinal Society
Conference

09
2015 First LTEN
member to feature
Virtual Reality at the
annual conference

10
2015 50
awards won

11

12

2018 Created a
multi-user experience
in Virtual Reality

2020 Inc. 5000
Fastest Growing
Company Award
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